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Delegates,

My name is Tyler Burkhardt, and I’m incredibly excited to serve as your Crisis

Director for Planned Obsolescence: The Phoebus Cartel. I’m a sophomore at the University of

Texas at Dallas, studying Public Affairs, Physics, and International Political Economy. It

may then come as no surprise that a historical microcosm entwining questions of

regulation, innovation, and economics drew my interest; I hope you will find the subject

as fascinating as I have. We will dive into the origin of planned obsolescence as you

recreate a business cartel of the world’s largest electricity conglomerates. This committee

will be unique for two reasons: firstly, it will shed some light on a subject that is deeply

ingrained in our modern lives, but also, secondly, it provides an opportunity to exercise

the skills of crisis delegate in a context other than strictly military affairs.

A few words on how this committee will play out. As a going-on six-year MUN

delegate myself, I’ve always hated when CDs had a predetermined committee arc that

they would force all of the delegate narratives to conform to. Rather, I envision the job

of your crisis staff to be facilitators of your committee narrative: we will process

committee directives, take into account individual crisis arcs, and update you

accordingly. Creativity, attention to detail, and shrewd negotiation will all be rewarded.

Inspiration will be taken from history — and what would a crisis committee be without

the occasional wrench thrown in? — but equipped with the information below, it will

truly be up to the 15 of you to chart a new course through history. Good luck!

I’ve done my best to preserve historical accuracy in the creation of this committee.

That said, documentation — particularly, English-language documentation — is limited

for this body that necessarily thrived on secrecy. What information we do have was

predominantly chronicled only in a few internal company records, so please consider this

document the definitive authority for any contradictory or ambiguous information you

may find when doing your own research. At any point, please feel free to reach out to me

with any questions — I’m excited to see all of y’all in conference!

Sincerely,

Tyler Burkhardt
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Introduction

From your phone to your refrigerator, nearly everything has an intended lifespan

— and manufacturers have little to no incentive to create longer-lasting products. This is

planned obsolescence, and it’s the reason that 80% of iPhone purchases year-to-year

aren’t from new users, but rather “upgraders.” Apple — which has faced several

consumer-protection lawsuits for the practice in the last couple of years, and settled for

hundreds of millions of dollars out of court — has been found to intentionally reduce

battery life on their products after time, both via hardware and software updates, in

order to get consumers to purchase the newest product.

But it’s not just high-tech items that experience artificially shortened lifespans.

The practice has become near-ubiquitous, as companies strive to cut costs, increase

profits, and secure continuous consumption and production. Fashion is a necessarily

cyclical endeavour, entirely dependent upon styles being discarded before the clothing is

truly consumed. Likewise, publishers release new editions of textbooks like clockwork,

and many academic institutions will discard the old, perfectly usable copies in favor of

the latest edition.

Now, some will argue that the practice benefits consumers, allowing them to

refresh their technology far faster than the natural lifespan of an item would normally

dictate. Indeed, economist Yosef Sharif argued in 1986 that “the forementioned

advantages of planned obsolescence; profits, production, employment and consumer

satisfaction, seem to comprise a sound defense in favor of planned obsolescence.”

Even so, there’s widespread dissatisfaction with the practice, and a consensus

across both economists and the general populace that regardless of the benefits, planned

obsolescence is a straightforward manifestation of how rampantly consumerist modern

societies are. But the practice dates back far beyond smartphones, tech conglomerates, or

even the concept of the electronic computer. It was all the brainchild of a handful of

captains of industry, seeking to preserve their market shares amidst an environment

where their own technological innovations threatened to put themselves out of business.

Enter: the Phoebus Cartel.
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Background

In December of 1924, a group of lightbulb manufacturers met in Geneva; within a

month, they had established an agreement: they would evenly divide the world’s markets

between themselves, and then fix the lifetimes of all of their lightbulbs. If no producer

undercut the others, consumers would be forced to more frequently purchase

replacement bulbs, keeping revenue streams artificially inflated for all involved parties.

This meeting was led by German industrial powerhouse Osram, whose

year-to-date earnings were most representative of the issue these companies were facing:

as they made their lightbulbs last longer, there was less demand to purchase lightbulbs,

resulting in sales in the 1923-24 financial year dropping to 28 million, from 63 million

lightbulbs just a year prior. Nor was it the first underhanded coalition to form amongst

lightbulb producers — GE engaged in similar practices domestically with Westinghouse

since the early 1900s, and Europe saw its fair share of partnerships to fix prices,

including an early coalition involving Osram.

But what made this arrangement unique was twofold: firstly, the global scale, and

secondly, the novel idea to not only create an oligopoly but use that newfound control

over the market to reduce the lifespan of electric lightbulbs. As one clause of the

agreement stated, “the average life of lamps for General Lighting Service must not be

guaranteed, published, or offered for another value than 1000 hours.” And so, the

Phoebus Cartel was born, as the six major lightbulb producers — Germany’s Osram, the

Netherlands’ Philips, Hungary’s Tungsram, the UK’s Thomson-Houston Company (later

Associated Electrical Industries [AEI]), France’s Compagnie des Lampes, and GE (by

proxy, through their International General Electric Branch) — formed the Swiss-based

Phœbus S.A. Compagnie Industrielle pour le Développement de l'Éclairage (Phoebus

Industrial Company for the Development of Lighting, Inc.).

Cartel participants divided the world into three categories: home territories,

British overseas holdings, and common territory, then established corresponding rules

on which companies had a right to sell their products in which regions, and divided up

shares within the Phoebus corporation equal to their total market share of the global

lightbulb industry. An extensive review board was created to monitor adherence to both
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the lightbulb quality and market-sales standards for each constituent. Each factory

owned by a Cartel participant had to regularly send in lightbulb samples to a Swiss

laboratory owned by the company. A quality oversight commission, overseen by Osram

chair William Meinhardt, would then test each lightbulb, and a comprehensive fee-based

system was created to fine any participants found to be exceeding either quota. Members

whose lightbulbs burned too long — or who sold too much, and risked upsetting the

power balance of the cartel — would be fined accordingly, as their individual

improvements would come at the expense of the rest of the market.

As time wore on, other groups would be inducted into this coalition, but the

premise remained the same: one cartel, representing every major lightbulb producer,

would collectively dictate every facet of the global lightbulb trade, from price to lifetime

and even market availability. Each producer’s say in that discussion was equal to its

relative influence on the global stage, and for the most part, internal conflict was avoided

by a strong charter and a universal recognition of mutual benefit for all involved parties.

The Phoebus Cartel was never able to totally consolidate production, as

non-corporate manufacturers would occasionally spring up and offer bulbs that broke

the mold they set. Nonetheless, the scheme worked brilliantly. The resolution to reduce

the standard lifetime would bear fruit within a few years — and, in fact, 1000 hours

remains the standard for lightbulb lifetimes to this very day — and sales volumes

skyrocketed accordingly. In 1926-27, near the outset of the planned obsolescence plan,

the Cartel’s members would sell 335.7 million total lightbulbs. By 1930, sales were up

more than 25%, with 420.8 million units purchased worldwide. One member — Tokyo

Electric — saw a 500% increase in sales upon shortening the life of their bulbs after

joining the cartel. The Cartel was also able to, for the most part, fix prices for their bulbs,

which further grew their profit margins as an ever-increasing number of units were

being sold.

Ultimately, this arrangement would be disrupted by the Second World War. A

necessarily multinational effort became extremely difficult to maintain as the alliance

structures of that conflict split the Cartel nearly down the middle — obviously, rather

than risk charges of treason, the leaders of various industries would abandon the
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arrangement (originally set to expire in 1955). Several transitioned to wartime

mechanization and profited immensely from their involvement there; but ultimately,

this lapse in unity liberalized the lightbulb market and the Cartel would be rendered an

obscure piece of history. However, the impact of the Cartel survives to this day, and the

aftershocks of successfully implementing a scheme of planned obsolescence have been far

greater than any of its founding members could have imagined.

Image 1: A Philips-owned quality control site.

Questions to Consider

Will our simulation play out the same way? That will be up to all of you, as you

navigate the complex political and economic undercurrents of managing an illicit

international cabal. As I mentioned above, I envision this crisis as entirely

delegate-driven; there may be some pre-planned historical updates, but my staff and I

intend to adapt to the scenarios created by you, in order to provide the most engaging
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experience possible. I’m excited to see the solutions each of you brings to the table, and

hope to see informed, compelling debate as well as back-room machinations from every

delegate in attendance. There are limitations that come with not being a general who can

marshall forces to a battlefield, but there are also plenty of opportunities for nuanced

engagement as a corporate leader — and that’s not to mention the political aspect of the

Cartel itself. More clarity on individual portfolio powers can be provided at the time of

the conference, and more details about the characters, circumstances, and operation of

the crisis are laid out below.

For further research on the subject, I highly recommend starting with the 2010

documentary The Lightbulb Conspiracy which can be found on Youtube, as well as Markus

Krajewski’s piece The Great Lightbulb Conspiracy published by the IEEE. If you want to

look further into the impact and evolution of technological obsolescence in society, I’d

suggest finding a copy of Giles Slade’s fascinating read Made To Break: Technology and

Obsolescence in America. I hope this guide has proven *ahem* illuminating; please do not

hesitate to reach out to me at tyler.burkhardt@utdallas.edu if you have any questions as

you begin the process of preparing for the committee.

CRISIS SITUATION: The summons to Geneva have been sent out; the general premise

for the Cartel has been agreed upon, and all that remains is to hash out its specifics. You,

the heads of the world’s largest lightbulb manufacturers, will be responsible for

negotiating the terms of your own cartel. Bear in mind that collaboration is almost

certainly in each of your interests, but you also each represent companies seeking to best

benefit their shareholders — and ultimately, themselves. Once a charter is established, it

will be up to you to respond to external circumstances and maintain the integrity of the

arrangement you create, as you vie for the fickle prize that is market-based domination.

You also race against the clock, as the rest of the world will not stand still while you

negotiate. If you do not maintain your business operations, squash your competition,

and perhaps even interfere with international events, it might be more than just your

lightbulbs headed for obsolescence...
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Characters List

Osram is one of the ‘big four’ manufacturers who really gave the Cartel the market share to get its

inertia going — and, consequently, (historically) had rights to sell in the British overseas

territories as part of the agreed-upon market divide.

William Meinhardt — Chairman of Osram Board of Directors. German electric

mogul Meinhardt is the top dog within the Deutsch lightbulb industry and the primary

architect behind the original plan for the Phoebus Cartel.

Klaus Wetzel** — Osram Chief Technology Director. Responsible for the product

that Osram’s success is built upon, Wetzel will be crucial to any plan to re-engineer the

lifespan of a lightbulb.

Like Osram and General Electric, Philips remains a behemoth in the lightbulb industry to this

day. One of the big four involved in the Cartel’s founding, this Dutch corporation has perhaps the

second-most investment in the success of the Cartel. Alongside Osram, Tungsram, and AEI,

Philips was one of the four groups that negotiated permission to sell to its quota in the British

overseas territories, in addition to its home (Dutch) market and the common territories.

Anton Philips — CEO of Philips & Co. Anton Philips was perhaps the planned

obsolescence scheme’s greatest advocate; he once commented of the Cartel that “after the

very strenuous efforts we made to emerge from a period of long-life lamps, it is of the

greatest importance we do not sink back into the same mire by … supplying lamps that

will have a very prolonged life.”

Frits Philips — Vice Director, Philips & Co. The son of Anton, Frits continues the

company’s familial legacy (it was co-founded by grandfather Frederik and Uncle Gerad).

He plays a large role in the company’s decision-making and operations departments and

is expected to one day succeed Anton as Chairman.
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GE — one of the prime movers behind the creation of the Cartel — did not itself join as a member,

as it was primarily satisied with its domestic marketshare (ixed by another illicit arrangement).

However, it had its subsidiary, the British “General Electric International,” be a proxy member.

Today, of course, GE remains one of the major manufacturers of electronic goods worldwide —

and the company would ultimately end up acquiring nearly every other company on this list,

with the exception of Philips.

Owen D. Young — Chairman of General Electric. You may choose whether you

want to entangle yourself in the Cartel or continue to slightly manipulate events from

the relative safety of the other side of the Atlantic. Regardless of your decision, you hold

significant sway within the original negotiation of terms, as the world’s largest lightbulb

producer.

Lawrence Peter Budge** — Director of International General Electric. A

quasi-autonomous body, the British division of General Electric did officially join the

Cartel, and often served as a go-between for the interests of GE proper with the cartel

itself. With GE’s backing, IGE would indeed be a large player within the Cartel.

The Hungarian company Tungsram was the world’s third-largest bulb manufacturer through the

1930s, with a strong presence in both Africa and South America, and while the company’s focus

would later move past lightbulbs, it was a major player in the early stages of the Cartel.

Lipót Aschner — CEO of Tungsram. As the head of one of Europe’s foremost

electronics companies, Ascher has his fingers in several metaphorical pies related to the

lighting sector — however, lightbulbs are still his company’s biggest source of revenue,

by a large margin. Tungsram has much to gain by entering a price-fixing compact.

Dr. Ferenc Salzer — Director of Tungsram’s Lamp Manufacturing Department.

Much like Osram’s Wetzel, Salzer — who oversees both the R&D and actual production

of Tungsram’s lightbulbs — would be an invaluable aid to any project looking to tinker

with a lightbulb’s technical specifications. Under his oversight, Tungsram pre-empted

many of the world’s greatest lighting-technology innovations.
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AEI is the ifth member of our major irms and the last of the big four to actually join the

historical Phoebus Cartel. This British super-company was created by a merger of

Metropolitan-Vickers and the British Thomson Houston Company, and similar to Tungsram

played within multiple facets of the electric industry. Nonetheless, their primary income source

until the 50s was from their Lamp and Lighting subsidiary, and they would be a major

contributor to the Cartel in its heyday.

Howard C. Levis — Chairman of Associated Electrical Industries. For the sake of

the committee, Levis oversaw the merger which created AEI in 1923, rather than 1928.

You essentially have a monopoly over the electric industry in one of the world’s most

influential nations — not to mention the best claim on British colonies, at the moment.

Dudley Nash** — Chief of Operations, AEI Lamp and Lighting. Nash, Levis’s

right-hand man, oversees and is responsible for AEI’s most profitable division, and has

the most direct line of access to their lightbulb production and distribution processes.

These two industries — representing France and Japan’s contributions to the world electric stage

— joined the Cartel mostly to protect their own domestic markets, rather than out of a desire to

take their newly lucrative product global. Still, each represents an inluential economy and

produces a sizeable quantity of lightbulbs on a per annum basis, so their opinions are not taken

lightly by the other groups.

Pierre Denis** — Director of Compagnie des Lampes. You oversee the premier

French electric company, after the recent merger of Compagnie Française

Thomson-Houston and Compagnie Générale d'Electricité. Like many European

producers, La Compagnie des Lampes would benefit from reduced regional competition:

should it be able to stabilize within French markets, it has extreme potential for growth.

Mori Takai** —  President of Tokyo Electric Light Company. While Tokyo

Electric has the largest market share by far, Japan has also recently become a scene for

independent lightbulb producers. The resources of a cartel could greatly benefit your

company — but you also have the distinct advantage of being the only major regional

lightbulb producer, based out of the East’s fastest industrializing nation.
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GE’s 3 autonomous overseas branches round out our character list. Each has little individual

inluence in the Cartel compared to companies like Osram or AEI, but when banded together, they

wield a sizeable share of the vote in the overall proceedings.

Alfonso Roverano** — President, General Electric Sociedad Anonyma (Brazil).

You oversee a Brazilian offshoot of General Electric — an attempt to break into a

relatively underdeveloped market. Not much progress has been made yet, but some

shrewd business moves could rapidly expand your influence. Partnership with a major

European producer might be especially beneficial.

H.E. Page —Vice President and Managing Director of China General Edison.

Attempting to create a steady market-share during the warlord era in China means that

your task is cut out for you — conflict between the KMT and CCP have dramatically

hindered the nation’s industrialization. However, should you succeed, you will essentially

have a monopoly over one of the world’s largest markets.

Gregorio Saldaña** — Director of Mexicana de Lamparas Electricas. While not

counted among the world’s most industrialized powers, Mexico, too, balances a number

of factors that make it a high-risk, high-reward market for a nascent electric company.

With the creation of Banco de Mexico and the negotiation of several agreements to lock in

oil revenues, the Mexican economy is looking up. If underlying political unrest does not

disrupt things, Saldaña could be well-positioned to grow Mexicana de Lamparas

Electricas into a major powerhouse.

** denotes a fictional name for characters whose names were lost to the history books

and/or whose positions are creations of convenience, rather than actual titles.
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Appendix 1:

Prior to the Cartel’s creation, the average lightbulb burned for upwards of 2000 hours.

Within a few years, the global average lifetime was under 1500, and it would drop to

1205 hours in 1933. Today’s standard is 1000 hours.
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